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Fruits Agro Products Manufacturers, Processors, Exporters, suppliers, traders in 
India FMCG company

        Fruits
 Fresh Fruits 
  We provide a wide array of fresh fruits that have high nutritional value. Our fruits retain their 
freshness till the time they reach their final destination.
 
We, Taj agro products limited.. strive to provide our global clients with safe, high quality & fresh 
fruits and vegetables. The company has earned the reputation of a distinguished exporter and 
supplier by offering healthy and hygienic range of agricultural products at highly affordable 
prices. Our range of products includes Australian Apples, Cherries,  white berry , blue berry 
Fruits, Pears ect.. and many other food items. All the products are produced by conventional 
breeding techniques,
which have not been genetically modified or engineered. We are professionally managed by a 
group of personnel having years of experience behind them. Our strict commitment towards
quality, freshness and client satisfaction have helped us to discover a huge clientele in various 
overseas markets like Middle East, European and Asian countries.

he products are packaged in durable and superior packaging to ensure the safe and 
uncontaminated transportation of goods to the market. Our wide distribution network and 
capacious storage facilities enables us meet bulk orders within tight deadlines

We Offer Verities of fruits....
 
Taj agro Products is a name synonymous with high quality and freshness. We are a renowned 
exporter and supplier of the following fruits and vegetables:
 
Black Grapes   
 Apples                                            
 Pineapples                                    
 Cherries
 Wolf berry
 White Grapes
 Banana
 Orange
 Watermelon
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Fruits and vegetables are an  important and healthy part of our diet. The convenience of supermarkets has made 
it easy and simple for us to buy vegetables and fruits all year around. This has helped people to enjoy fresh fruits 
and vegetables even if they to not have their own  organic gardens and orchards.

What is the correct way of eating fruits?
  It means not eating fruits after your meals!
  Fruits should be eaten in an empty stomach.
  If you eat fruit like that, it will play a major role to detoxify your system, supplying you with a great deal of energy 
for weight loss and other life activities.
  So please eat your fruits in an empty stomach or before your meals!
 
During the fruit fast you can eat fruits, prepared in salad forms and make it more interesting.
 
Proper Fruit storage and vegetable storage :::
 
 
Note:- can keep the nutrients and vitamins of your particular favorite produce last longer therefore benefiting your 
body. It also gives you that crisp and crunchy texture instead of the wet noodle texture
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Contact Us

Contact information for Taj Group companies in India.

TAJ AGRO INTERNATIONAL
(A Division of Taj Pharmaceuticals Limited )
http://www.tajagroproducts.com 

E-mail :
tajagroproducts@gmail.com
tajagrointernational@gmail.com
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